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Accompanied with the development of global economic integration, the steel 
industry in China are expecting more opportunities from the rapid growth of economy, 
however, it will also bring more challenges from global market. China is a great 
power in terms of steel production and consumption, but lack of pricing power in 
global steel market. In recent years, the steel price in china is fluctuated frequently; 
domestic steel-related companies are facing more risks and uncertainty due to the 
volatility. The steel price is determined by the market, and affected by many factors; 
steel-related companies will be suffered in unshielded price fluctuation and profit loss 
unless a risk-resisting consciousness is planted in the management of company. 
Therefore, it is important for steel companies to understand the quantitative 
characteristics and mechanism of steel price fluctuations and volatility to get them 
prepared to risk resistance. In March 27, 2009, steel futures kicked off its first 
transaction in SHFE, it provided a financial tool to hedge the risks in spot market to 
steel-related companies.  
This paper studied the effectiveness and the efficiency to hedge the risks of spot 
price fluctuations through steel futures market, based on related theories and empirical 
studies. The paper will cover following aspects: firstly, some general theories related 
to price fluctuations and price risks are introduced, and the paper also gives a review 
on the history of China steel pricing system and the status and future development of 
China steel industry. Secondly, the paper has analyzed the trend of steel price 
fluctuation in Chinese market, and studied the quantitative relationship between spot 
price and furfures price of steel. Thirdly, further researches are given at mechanism of 
steel price fluctuations in China, a series of factors are studied separately, such as, 
price of iron ore, global steel price, stock market, exchange rate, inflation. At last, the 
paper gives some comments and suggestions to steel- related companies, according to 
the risk-resistance of steel price fluctuation, and the construction of an early warming 
mechanism. 
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易，成为国际钢材定价中心的呼声日渐高涨。2009 年 2 月 19 日，中国证监会正




















































































系。Johansen（1988）和 Juselius (1990) 提出了一种用极大或然法检验多变
量之间的协整关系。Bessler 和 Covey (1991)首先将协整理论应用于对生牛期
货市场的研究，Lai 和Lai (1991)应用协整理论对远期外汇市场进行了研究。
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